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Abstract: in this article in uzbekistan for persons with disabilities "convenient architectural environment" of the organization, the main problems are discussed. These issues and analysis, "environment" to improve the quality of the design and construction of elements to give you recommendations on fail to keepadi.
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To enter. In today's day in the presence of the disabled person in the planet close to a billion is estimated. In uzbekistan, more than 670 thousand their number is up to. Always is an integral part of society, persons with disabilities in the country. Especially in recent years, comprehensive social protection of the population in the country in need of support, them tashqi environmentDnot with someone's assistance, but independently adaptsiya Qiwork and social life, they might find their place in the organization of architectural environment convenient for standards development and construction experts incisi one of the main tasks is. In 2018, the year of the cabinet of ministers 210-system of improving the statistical account of the number of persons with disabilities to the decisionat social protection of the population in need ofiga conditions studied, of them favorable to the production is aimed. In the following the decree provided for persons with disabilities in uzbekistan in the context of the city's special is a specialized center of culture, trade centers, office buildings, hiyobonlar and other recreation areas and improve the environment yaratishga is focused on. [1]. For persons with disabilities maxsus environment - this is one of the important issues of the development of the country istabdit while - is a collection of the necessary conditions for human life and its elements. Optional elements can be a part of, can not exist without the other, while other can have a negative impact on the living conditions. For this reason, the modern cityof the worldat the possibility of a free scan for disabled is based on the norms of a certain building . The world according to the indicators surveys er fifteen percent of the people who live on the face of the muscular-skeletal system disorders suffering from. As a result, the muscle system, and disability are included in the number of defects that arise gained. Also the ability to see and hear with disabled citizens indicators, this research alsoincluded a number of. If t is any type of disability in spite of allyou will o'siql expenses out of the environmentnto nogironlik should be developed in relation to the type of.

The main part. Ya comfortableenvironment shash – options of a limited population needs, isee, taking into account re-equipped for the disabled, allowing you to lead an independent lifestyle and the environment will serveadi. [2]. Without the obstruction of the different types of environment
(physical, emotional, or intellectual) and providing environmental elements include the use by persons with disabilities a free scan. Of health care to people who have to work in such conditions, the special gives you the opportunity to carry out the activities of a completely independent life. Currently, in the city, on the streets, in parks, in the center of the place of residence and the church, there are many barriers for persons with disabilities. On the street of disabled wheelchair from a free scan various barriers, steps, and many other obstacles, the height difference makes it possible to prevent. Also the lower limit for most people to feel the way not to scan the wheelchair can be a serious barrier. Limited movement of the people, the common opinion of it, according to citizens with disabilities - disabled and other categories of citizens of physical differs with different types of limitations. Naturally, for them, their lives should satisfy the specific needs of the environment without obstruction. Ishbu physical limitations or requirements from other categories of citizens who do not also relevant to this in different ways, for example: individuals over the age of 60 will temporarily become disabled for one reason or another can be. In such a case we can say and even if just temporary restrictions in this category also consists of scan to set any of those should be the exception from a favorable environment. Aguard for accommodation buildings that are created in the environment is very important, most get no, ithink the women of uzbekistan in the context of lifestyle Ron also will be busy with doing a certain type in order to improve, for example, confectionery bet cut or the like with shug'ullanimshari for the specific environment is required. Maktabagacha or while in school-age children based on a specific request, in the case of the environment of the organization. By example we have passed in the life of our country: uzbekistan business schools in several special high ixtisosolashgabn goes tomTashkent asalant city in the district yashnobod boarding school for the blind, Mirzo Ulugbek district number 101 boarding school for deaf children, as when a comfortable environment ixtisoslashgan an analysis of full-fledged whoAB at the level we are I can not say. An Tashkent y yashnobod district in the city of the blind for the blind in the neighborhood for the die cut part is not located in the transition to the voice of svetofor. Svetofor helpless human eyes which had the audience does not mean that without the help of flash chip. The way to cut through the man realized that the moment had come, not the way you intend. At the edge of the asphalt coating do not have the special way. The way to start moving the car, that means covering the visually impaired person. In such a case appears to 90 percent of visually impaired people see the way wholesale various accidentsydi. This unconditional means that there are no conditions to the streets of tashkent for the blind. Know that there are a lot of moving citizens of the problems you see in there is a special neighborhood. Faqqatgana or special neighborhood solar designed for the school, palace of culture and the hospital library and go with the market, which are doing all the necessary parts if they contain full, so that they can make adaptasiya characters may be generated. In fact, all of the city for persons with disabilities in the territory of either or all districts in the possibility cheklanganlar comfortable environment must be. However capitalimiz's special blind not sufficient conditions for them also many moving parts. Moving for a lot more than blind chilanzar area, the shepherd-a bedroom is located in the neighborhood of his father's special general of them in the streetat afsuki of the foot risoladagidek not the place. Svetofor problem in seeing the voice to individuals who have not set up ariq which there are not barriers to protect from.

Among the representatives of this bedroom also cause inconvenience in the street, road accidents to those who are not a little. More extensive study of these issues, we have made a survey for the purpose of boarding school. Thus, Yashnobod area, street parkent at boarding school located studied, as a result of the study is visually impaired special boarding school for people to be around, also there is not any comfort for the blind will move, we have to witness stained . Around , no matter how the dream environment, ithas not been established nchi. A great way to elta crosses to school while all types of persons with disabilities is in danger. The members of the society for the blind said, to place crosses the street to see reason to be uncomfortable condition often road accidents which occurs track of children who have developmental disabilities to stand out it's r. Such problematic situations in the district in the city of tashkent, the fact that there are a few of what we have witnessed. Bektemir area, Prospects, father Kuylyuk mosque, munis, farkhad street (located in the neighborhood of the blind), Yashnobod district, street bobur 22-home (located in the republic of

the society for the blind), uchtpa area, Chilanzar 22-kvartal there are also around the same problems. [3.] Exactly climates such special architectural environment of the organization, defined in the main flight transportation and building regulations part in the street to the station in a way which delivers the organisation and clearly the elements that are created directly in them and also will serve to improve the lifestyle of people with disabilities. The creation of certain conditions, their lifestyle and hayo'sat a comfortablemore creates. Convenient for persons with disabilities in the organization of architectural environment security stands in the first place. With the removal of all obstacles and barriers along the way, accidents, and reliable protection from the risk of other injuries is also important. For this reason, the adaptation of the territory aspects such as the regulation of public transport around the place to stop in all conditions requires special attention and study. Today, many obstacles and dangerous obstacles for persons with disabilities means the locations of public transport stops. Nogironlar a place to stop for a modern adaptation, the possibility to scan for people with limited movement and simplify the use of a wide range of tools which include a place to stop. [4.]

Tactile coverage - this is special characters, means that it has warnings and instructions. Tactile tiles themselves making use of the visually impaired person to feel safe and secure along with hisssiy spatial direction easier. T such types of materials are available in different colors and sizes of the url. Rels zincayadan protect and provide comfort and made to move around tutqichlar shikastanishdan provide a place to stop and that it is necessary to firmly auxiliary facilities are standard. Tactile coating of reliability, the high resistance of the material of the additional security it provides. Mnemonik tactile and sound diagram, including the development of reading technique does not require any of the icons for man, full-fledged universal warning systems cfserves ati. The place to stop such systemssida messages are important to people distribute any information that is used to magsaDwill be in accordance with the. [5,6.]. Public transport stops sat most display all the necessary information present in the convenient form of diagnosis methods work information of the device convenient for you. K a comfortable environment for the disabled from the materials also cover suchuch a special material tsilindrsimonthe world through injury prevention. Such a coating in the way of bedding in natural conditions because they receive different expenses of persons with disabilities free of slip in the rainy days will likely to intensify. Rubber goplmalar shows good results in such a case the wound and removing records. The material is of high pressure resistance and resistance due to this turin the coating at the same time very economical.

Above as we have stated in any area of the bus station using the elements of a truly comfortable and safe environment to adapt to the conditions of can be achieved. Equipped for people of the territory at the appropriate level from the use of more limited the possibility of customizing can be a place to stop. So, without any obstruction and provides secure access to all categories of people. To make up a comfortable environment for people with limited movement is always a difficult task. The options are limited to the population the organization of architectural environment that they feel themselves equal to all persons with disabilities and social rights include all the necessary conditions for the free use of or should forget the work. Therefore, to create the environment without obstruction all spheres of life that is inside and outside of the building must be taken into account. For example, the constant p for which expenseziyodalal zone - this particular dangerous territory. The common people in the way of crosses or does not require much effort to be out in the diqqatli inside the building, but the way to cut through and up the stairs for persons with disabilities engi if he does not can be set. Comfortable and safe environment for persons with disabilities as possible to make this part of various special techniques of ethe grass there. [7.]. Foot complex includes many of the infrastructure of equipment and devices for persons with disabilities. The elements of such infrastructure disabled at the same time, it increases the security in place on the foot of the person to be tried in a limited way, and scan at the same time people will destroy all the obstacles. Thus, will create an opportunity to full access without obstruction.

Persons with disabilities and to adapt the infrastructure to organize the environment for the pedestrian, the following elements are provided: the fail - slope of persons with disabilities and
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other moving things and having the kolyaskalari providing facilities that would rise to the height of the stairs;
lifting - which allows you to pick up without spending the stairs to the height of the power of special lifting device;
tactile tile - as a rule, the direction of movement of the pedestrian corridor, which is equipped with a special indicator to show the ground; and the set of the action of the ladder, which increase the safety of the people tutqichlar an auxiliary element;
voice markers, touch the icons and signs - warning systems is designed for people who have limited ability to see;
rubberized coating - shift and roll, filled with a special material to protect the surface of the ground shikastlanishdan;

induktion hearing that people are used to inform the ability of the system low. Currently, aimed at creating a comfortable area for all layers of the population in areas of active work of the church reorganization option to consider issues of uzbekistan from the conditions required main problems, one of which is. Planning and building standards in addressing such problems on the basis of the implementation of the different variations of loyihalrani is appropriate. Mamlaktimiz n main church in the area for ogironlar avtotorargohlar can we say there is. All kinds of people with disabilities in the area of the church but also in the social life expenses out of the activity should be carried out. For most projects, such as the production to life tadbiquetish is required. Go to the center of the church, people with disabilities using the vehicle avtotorargohlardan use, in particular for persons with disabilities while avtotorargohlar is established and the characters of the characters in the horizontal i.e. asphalt is put. Avtotorargohlardagi provided to persons with disabilities the place of turargoh of the number is 10% if it will be worthwhile. The vertical sign at least one and a half meters in height are located and the size of the place to stop the car 6,0 x3,6 m should be on this side and allows you to create a safe area behind. The building to the distance from 100 m to exceed should, stop to place the size of cars - 1.2 min whom the diagnosis constitute finds doing so. [8.]. Relax in a special corridor that separated the edge of the road and entertaining area on the foot of a disabled man in the wheelchair in the special landing xarakatlanayotgan considering so as not to prevent one of ‘s. The technical environment at the application of color and carefully pull the element is used in the development of methods and organization of information in the supply of services.
Ilive taking into account the needs of the people of mkoniyati limited that put the environment into the design of the main requirements shall be:
- access to buildings and facilities for different purposes, providing security and normal living conditions;
- walking and open in the air relax to take for favorable conditions to create;
- tis to beat areas and public areas in the design of unfavorable natural-climatic effects of the reduction of the city;
- hit the sun, the excess solar radiation considering the case of projects offered to factors like the construction process is carried out without have to follow the norms of such a zone in full if the problems are not.

In some regions of the country, dust-to'zon to follow the requirements and recommendations that allow you to protect from the wind complex in the territory of a high level of accomplishment, ko'klamzorlashtirish, bring water, transport, station, service facilities, and on foot yo'lk'a of the most rasional short routes to the organization should be provided. The requirements specified in all sections of the population as including persons with disabilities and low-key living conditions for the group moving in providing regulatory mustI have it. Many special homes for the elderly and disabled apartment, favorable environmental conditions (noise-suron and the natural environment
from the harmful effects of contamination in the state) at an office convenient to public transport and social infrastructure stops taking the place to go where is very important.[8]. Each year, the possibility of the limited population for new texnalogiya based on a new approach has been included in this texnalogiya of persons with disabilities in the organization that serves for the environment and this should be used in practice. Cities in different countries in the world, muh.in order to optimize itini to update the regulatory framework , the following parametersis based on ha:

✓ comfort him is manifested in the creation of an environment based on the combination of the work;

✓ ergonomic aspects of the technique are outlined taking into account the form of the main architectural and artistic principles;

✓ to move for people who have limited, linear settlement of the object of the building of a church the presence (mainly social infrastructure objects);

✓ identifikasiyalash equipment (fail, the pedestrian corridor rampalari, elevators voters) to providing light;

✓ Directions for spatial imagination adaptasiya qioish be added to the elements of the urban environment;

Positioning determine functional (visual v.a graphic character's egrass of the system:

The type of disability of the population through modern devices the possibility of limited supply in relation to the method of facilitating and providing them mahlumot are.

America, germany, the united kingdom OOO "Tiflosentr" vertical maxsum is widely used in specialized environments, from the organization of product quality. In relation to the types of persons with disabilities OOO "Tiflosentr" vertical product to apply. Thus, the advantages of the organization with the wheelchair for the disabled population with legs harakatli evident that the elements rels, said, the center of the corridor or church in a way which delivers to the characters, avtutarargohlar develops products for the organization.

For visually impaired people in the developed countries while using the wide use of tactile recommends coating used in the present day. Such a coating is in the form of various, tactile lines on the surface of a material term of expression and information through different sounds to give the device the actions of the elements of the disabled person reference. Two types of information issued by the sounds and see the area namely muscle system is the level of disability established for the population with the disorder qulladi.

Hearing skills with disabilities while see, it got so close to the element, which can be also prescribed in the building regulations applying methods on the basis of their disabilities in developed countries and in the city will organize the environment without obstruction. In the last year O'zbekiston in johon in buildings that can meet the standards, said the organization is doing to see what we mukin ekstererida faqatgina outside the building. We can say that a positive solution and town planning and building regulations, such as the organization of fail in included. But when you enter into the inside of most buildings in the interior of the building is limited to the population at the level of the convenient possibility is not required. Also said this slope will respond to the demand in modern buildings, but some of slope in the slope of the reconstruction in the buildings we can see that sharp said. The experiences of foreign countries such shortcomings when analyzing buildings for construction law taqiqlanganligini we can see. The possibility of a favorable environment for the concept of the limited population in the present day, pressing enter and edit them in building one of the issues mehyorlariga practice in front of the main issue in expert network remains. We are the city", while In the new project" look at the way myyad Fergana 134 707. sum mablag'ajratilib practice has built. The way tashkent, fergana, tashkent region xarakatlanuvich main artery to the city from street. The expenses of the limited population in this area has the possibility to be taken into account the norms of construction elements and modern sasosan installed. City
population and the church of our population live in parts of the special solutions like the way the project to be developed in the center of fergana limited opportunity for a population remains a critical issue.

**Conclusion.** Based on the above factors, climatic conditions of the environment and lifestyle respectively, for persons with disabilities of uzbekistan to the world's standards, according to design is important. The development of the country and urban planning and construction worksto achieve high results toovercome the problems of the population to the environment of the organization, at all layer to issues from the viewpoint of specialists remains apart. Urban development in developed countries of the construction of the legalenvironment associated with the modern concept at texnalogiya there are solutions. This is the city on various issues, the country the appearance of the analysis of practical aspects in building a model is applied to them in order to add life to the project, you will have to get another kolesnik norms. However, the revision of building regulations in a number of developed countries and the church of our street in the center of the city limited the possibility for the population to break the idea to establish a favorable environment that is currently topical, I think. Also limited the possibility to find their place in the social life of the population is exactly the concept of the environment has great importance in we can say. Further improvements of our nation prosperous living, that is associated with substantial changes in the field of construction is reflected in the level. The people of ensuring a prosperous life in the country because of the creative work conducted for the purpose of that is vividly realized. Currently teach students: experience of application in practice of the time requirements will not be exaggeration if we say also. The organization of the environment of the area of the country, causing the above-mentioned special solutions to the problems of await. For a limited population of opportunity not only for the church in the center of compilation in the recreational area of scientific innovation in the center of the church building, even as the sports area in the interior of the issues to consider in detail the organization of the environment is required.
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